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Peeling a Potato
tf you see a young girl you would like to marry manage somehow to
JL see her peel potatoes.
If she cuts the peelings very thick you will know she is extrava-
gant ; if she leaves in the eyes she is lazy ; if she washes them in only
one water she is dirty ; if she uses much fat to boil them she is
greasy; if she lets them burn she is careless. Leave such a girl;
she would not make a man happy.
But if you find a girl who knows how to take a potato, peel it,
wash it, and boil it, marry her whether she be pretty or uglys poor
or rich ; she will make you happy.	An Arab's philosophy
The Heaps Saved from the Great Fire
*"t"*»he smoke and fiery vapour continued so intense that my hair was
A almost singed. The by-lanes and narrower streets were (Hied
up with rubbish, nor could one possibly have known where he was
but by the ruins of some church or hall that had some remarkable
tower or pinnacle remaining.
I went toward Islington and Highgatc, where one ml^iit have
seen two hundred thousand people of all ranks and degrees dispersed
and lying along by their heaps of what they could save from the fire,
ready to perish from hunger and destitution, yet not asking one
penny for relief, which to me appeared a stranger sight than any 1
had yet beheld.	John Evelyn
The World on an Even Keel
i
f anybody will take down the map of the world and study it he
will see at once that the world is ballasted by the English-speaking
countries, ho^r, as long as they remain friends, holding the trade
routes and the main material resources of the world under their con-
trol, the world must needs sail on an even keel.  John Galsworthy
Fouling Civilisation
p
eople who are sending this nauseating film stuff across the world
are fouling civilisation.    Our criminal courts and hospitals are left
to clear up the litter, while money-bugs clear off with the money~ba$s.
One can respect misguided enthusiasm and honest error, but here
are men deliberately exploiting every human nobility for caah. An
England peopled with their sexual spectres could not live*.
I am no kill-joy, and for that reason I do not want to see happiiiess
and beauty and idealism shattered. I prefer to see dirt outlawed fey
an informed public opinion.	«/»'-A* H*

